Work on the Sarah Mildred Long Bridge

Week of February 19, 2018

Throughout the project, MaineDOT has posted Cianbro’s detailed, three-week work schedules. However, we will now also post a simplified version highlighting the one-week snapshot of work activity. We hope that those who are interested will find this general listing of work activity helpful.

**COMPLETED**

- With a spark of milder weather this week crews were able to complete:
  - Protective coating on the Kittery approach vehicular curb
  - Portsmouth barrier gate receiver hitch work
  - Span guide repairs on the Kittery east tower above the roadway
  - Lift span metalizing repairs

**ONGOING OR WEATHER DEPENDENT**

- Roadway epoxy removal, point & patch, repairs, etc. - ongoing
- Remaining Portsmouth approach protective coating on vehicle curb
- Counterweight stop beam platform modifications - ongoing
- Control House anti-graffiti coating – weather dependent
- Touch-up paint on sheaves - weather dependent
- Point & patch the towers – ongoing and weather-dependent
- Touch-up and painting on lifting girder – ongoing
- Final inspections and safety observations – ongoing